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LOCAL CHANNELS ARE OPTIONAL
 Dish Network already offers a “skinny bundle” for 
streaming through its Sling TV OTT service. Now it’s also 
offering a skinny linear TV package—the Flex Pack. For 
people who want only the very basic package, with no 
add-ons—and want to rely on an antenna for their local 
TV channels (or, perhaps, forego them)—the monthly price 
can be as low as $29.99.
 “Our customers are frustrated with having to pay for 
hundreds of channels, most of which they never watch,” 
said Warren Schlichting, Dish 
EVP of Marketing. “Flex Pack 
provides a level of flexibility and 
control that brings our customers 
closer to the ideal of fully tailoring 
their channel lineup.”
 The core package features 
more than 50 channels like AMC, 
TNT, USA, HGTV, E!, Cartoon 
Network, History, A&E, CNN, 
Discovery, TBS, Food Network, FX and TV Land.
 The Locals Pack, for $10 additional per month (total 
of $39.99) includes CBS, ABC, NBC, FOX, as well as 
Univision and others based on the local market.
 As you’ve probably guessed, Dish is keeping the price 
down for the core service by not including expensive sports 
channels. A National Action Pack for $10 per month includes 
two ESPN channels, Fox Sports 1 and some others, while 
a Regional Action Pack (also $10) includes, as the name 
implies, the in-market regional sports networks.
 There are also a Kids Pack, News Pack, Heartland Pack 
and Outdoor Pack. Those specialty add-on packs range in 
price from $4 to $10 per month. Premium channels such as 
HBO, Cinemax, Showtime and Starz are also available for 
an additional fee. It’s not purely a la carte, but it is definitely 
a move in that direction.
 Flex Pack includes a standard Dish receiver, free 
installation and a two-year price guarantee for new 
customers. For an additional $10 per month, new customers 
can upgrade their equipment to the Hopper 3.
 Wells Fargo Securities analyst Marci Ryvicker notes 
that the add-on packages can be interchanged monthly. In 
theory, someone whose sports interests are very focused 
could buy a sports pack only for the season of their 
preferred sport.
 “We actually think Dish’s Flex Pack could be a threat to the 
upcoming Hulu bundle—which is supposed to launch next 
year,” Ryvicker told clients. “While we don’t know what the 
Hulu service will ultimately look like, this Flex Pack certainly 
looks similar to what we’ve heard—AND it can include the 
local stations AND it isn’t confined to just ONE device.” 

ADVERTISER NEWS
 3G Capital has been said before to be excellent at 
cost-cutting for its acquisitions, but perhaps not so strong 
at building the top-line of sales. The Wall Street Journal is 
reporting quarterly numbers at Kraft Heinz show earnings 
up due to cost cuts, but sales down 4.7% with lower sales 
coming from brands like Maxwell House and Smart 
Ones. The company plans to introduce a new frozen-
dinner brand called Devour to attract customers looking 
for “simpler ingredients and fresher food”…… Restaurant 

Brands is also a 3G company 
and its quarterly profit, factoring 
out one-time events, rose by 36% 
despite a 0.8% same-store decline 
at U.S./Canada Burger Kings. Tim 
Hortons units in the U.S. were up 
5.9% in comps (after exiting some 
weak markets), but RBI execs 
commented on a “challenging 
QSR environment”……Subway is 

debuting a new logo this week, part of an effort to position 
the brand as “delicious, nutritious and affordable.” The 
new logo and symbol will be rolled out to all its thousands 
of locations by early 2017……Papa Murphy’s take-and-
bake pizza same-store sales were down 4% in the second 
quarter, but expansion helped bring total revenue to a 4% 
gain. The chain has opened 53 units so far this year, 17 
more than the first half of 2015……This Week In Consumer 
Electronics comments that hhgregg now appears to be 
coming out of the tailspin it had been showing for the last 
few years—as it has “stemmed the tide of widening losses 
and steepening sales declines.” Comp sales for the quarter 
were down 3.9% but that’s much better than gregg had 
been showing. And with “margin-rich” major appliances up 
3.7%, its loss was narrowed…… Ingles Markets reported 
a 2.6% comp store sales gain for its latest fiscal quarter, but 
that excludes gas sales at lower prices than last year and 
adjusts for an early Easter this year……Sprouts Farmers 
Market comp stores were up 4.1% and two-year comps 
reached 8.9%. It opened 12 new stores in nine states in 
the latest quarter, expecting a total gain of 36 new stores 
this year……Costco reported a 3% domestic same-store 
sales decline partially because there was one less selling 
day in the comparison due to the Independence Day 
holiday……Fred’s comps were down 4.6% bringing the 
quarter down to minus 2%. The chain plans to invest in the 
pharmacy staff to lift the counts of prescriptions filled……
Michaels has bought the rights to the Hancock Fabrics 
brand and intellectual property from a bankruptcy court for 
$1.3 million. All the Hancock stores were closed in April 
after no buyer emerged to take them. 
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DIFFERING VIEWS ON AUTO SALES 
 We reported last Wednesday on the auto sales forecast 
from Steven Szakaly, chief economist for the National 
Automobile Dealers Association (NADA), who sees sales 
holding above the 17 million mark in 2017 (17.1 million, to 
be exact), after hitting a record 17.7 million this year. But not 
every analyst is so upbeat.
 Sean McAlinden, chief economist for the Center for 
Automotive Research (CAR), agrees that U.S. auto sales 
will set a record 17.7 million sales this year—up from a record 
17.47 million in 2015. But he sees reason to be concerned 

about a significant slowdown that could 
cut sales by nearly a third in the next 
few years.
 “Seven years of growth in auto sales 
is coming to an end,” he was quoted 
as saying by the Detroit News. “We’re 
resorting to price breaks and other 
sorts of gimmicks to keep sales at a 
sort of plateau.” He’s expecting a more 
pronounced drop in sales in 2017—
along with a 5% decline in vehicle 
prices. That would reverse the recent 
trend of increasing average transaction 
prices.

 Speaking at the series of conferences CAR hosted last 
week in Traverse City, MI, McAlinden called it “scary” that 
29% of prime borrowers now have auto loans that extend 
to 72 months (six years). According to WardsAuto, the CAR 
analyst says that means that owners are likely to end up 
in negative-equity situations, with the value of their vehicle 
less than what they still owe, which is an impediment to a 
car sale based on a trade-in.
 “Even scarier,” though, according to McAlinden, is that 
vehicle leasing is now at an all-time high of 31% of all new-
car sales. He thinks that raises the possibility of residual 
losses and glutted markets as waves of cars come off-lease.
 For his part, Szakaly dismisses the leasing fear. 
He told WardsAuto that dealers like leasing because it 
brings consumers back in pre-ordained cycles. And those 
customers often come right back to the same dealer who 
originated the lease to lease another vehicle.
 
THIS AND THAT
 Dish Network and Raycom Media signed a new 
retransmission consent agreement as negotiations went 
down to the wire late Thursday. That averted a blackout 
of 56 local stations on the satellite TV service. Meanwhile, 
though, the blackout of the Tribune Media stations on Dish 
is approaching the two month mark this Thursday……The 
Labor Department reported that the U.S. job market added 
255,000 workers in July—and the May and June figures 
were revised slightly upward. The nation’s unemployment 
rate held steady at 4.9%......GroupM, the world’s largest 
ad buying group, predicts that worldwide marketing will 
surpass $1 trillion for the first time in 2017. Looking only 
at the advertising part of marketing, the WPP-owned unit 
lowered its global advertising expenditure growth forecast 
by a half-percentage-point to 4.0% for this year. However, 
it raised the U.S. ad forecast to 3.1% growth, rather 
than its earlier forecast of 2.7%.......The ANA board of 
directors has invited the 4A’s board to meet to discuss 
their differences over advertiser-agency transparency 
guidelines. No response yet from the 4A’s.

The Danish government 
donated a giant Lego model of 

Rio for the games—and this 
is very interesting—the Lego 
buildings are slightly safer 
than the actual buildings at 

the Olympics.

Jimmy Fallon
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CABLENET CHATTER
 ESPN will broadcast SportsCenter from the Olympics 
Summer Games in Rio for the first time in its history. 
Hannah Storm will serve as host of the five episodes 
during the first week. SportsCenter will also feature 
segments from the summer games competition reported 
by Michael Eaves……NBCSN racked up a 0.9 overnight 
rating for the United States/New Zealand women’s soccer 
match last Wednesday. The full day’s coverage of women’s 
soccer averaged a 0.4 overnight rating according to a report 
in Sports Media Watch……The National Geographic 
Channel plans a scripted miniseries 
based on The Long Road Home, the 
best seller by ABC News correspondent 
Martha Raddatz. The book recounts 
the fight for survival of the First Calvary 
Division of Fort Hood, Texas. The unit 
was ambushed in April of 2004 during 
the Iraq war on a day that came to be 
known as Black Sunday. Raddatz, 
the ABC News Chief Global Affairs 
Correspondent, follows the path set by 
Bill O’Reilly on National Geographic 
Channel with screen adaptations of his 
books……A couple of returning shows 
were presented at the Television Critics Association last 
week by E! In addition to the new docu-series Mariah’s 
World, attendees were told about season two of Hollywood 
Medium with Tyler Henry that follows a clairvoyant who 
speaks with the dead on the behalf of celebrities. Next up 
is the second season of Botched by Nature with plastic 
surgeons Terry Dubrow and Paul Nassif. The series 
follows the surgeons as they perform reconstructive plastic 
surgery on needy clients, according to a Variety article…...
Fox News Channel is renaming two of its training programs 
in the wake of the Roger Ailes sexual harassment scandal. 
The Ailes Apprentice Program will now be called the Fox 
News Apprentice Program. The program’s goal of offering 
training opportunities to minority journalist will remain the 
same, according to the TVNewser report. Additionally, the 
Ailes Junior Reporters Program will now be called the 
Fox News Junior Reporter Program……Girlfriend’s 
Guide to Divorce, the first scripted series offered by 
Bravo will end its run after the 5th season, according to 
an exclusive report in The Hollywood Reporter. The story 
went on to say that Universal Cable Productions will film 
19 more episodes over the next eight or nine months. The 
dramedy, starring Lisa Edelstein, will air as three more 
distinct seasons, with shortened windows in between. 
That's a strategy used by AMC for Breaking Bad and 
Mad Men. The remaining seasons of Girlfriend’s Guide 
will air along with Bravo’s other scripted series—Odd Mom 
Out and My So Called Wife……Greenleaf continues to 
maintain its audience according to the last Wednesday’s 
Nielsen ratings. The drama on OWN repeated a 0.6 18-49 
rating and 2.07 million total viewers. Mr. Robot on USA 
dipped a tenth of a point once again, dropping from a 0.3 
to a 0.2 18-49. On Lifetime, Little Women: LA delivered a 
0.6 and Little Women: Atlanta did a 0.5 rating in A18-49. 
The results were reported on TVbythenumbers.com.


